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Last month there was an outcry ( from one of you ) about the lack of the monthly ‘ culture ‘ , however this
month I have included a suitable quotation from a popular little red book as a change from poetry or Forest
humour.
Knowledge is a matter of science, and no dishonesty or conceit whatsoever is permissible.
What is required is definitely the reverse - honesty and modesty.

“ On Practice “ ( July 1937 )
Selected works, Vol 1, P 300
Mao Tse-tung, chairman of the communist
Party of the Peoples Republic of China

Hon, Sec

Hon, Editor

John B Court

R E Bailey
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FOREST NEWS
A Big New Swallet :- A couple of weekends ago a “ poke “ ( literally ) was had in a newly found swallet
in the Wye valley. Roger Solari had seen the swallet before but no work had been done on it.
The swallet is located 100 yards uphill from the Forestry track that passes Symonds Yat Swallet from the
log cabin, where it dips steeply into an obvious dry valley. It is 30 - 40 ft in diameter and 20 ft deep and
appears to take as much water as any other swallet in the area.
It was looked at on a Sunday afternoon after cave rescue practice, but no one thought much of the idea of
digging in the mud. However, as three very rotten sticks of ‘ bang ‘ needed disposing of, a nut stick was
poked into the mud to make a hole. Much to John Courts surprise, it took the whole of the 7 ft stick and
more, opening up into quite a clear hole about 9 inches in diameter. The three rotten sticks were tied to a
pole, inserted in the hole, and with only about 25 ft of wire gingerly fired. Unfortunately the bang was
more rotten than we thought as only the det’ and Cortex fired and no damage was done.
As a dig the site looks quite promising provided the mud can be kept at bay and with summer coming on, it
would be worth an afternoon effort.
For many months we have griped about the loss of a tatty old sign from the Wigpool Iron Mine. It wasn’t
much, just a flat piece of metal with the words “ All Men And Boys Are Forbidden to Enter The Old
Workings Of This Mine - By Order “, but we were all very attached to it, and when it was nicked we were
furious. However the impossible has happened and the sign has been recovered, our grateful thanks are
extended to John Berry for his splendid piece of detective work and recovery operation. No questions
asked PLEASE !

SYMONDS YAT
Recently one of the Wednesday evening caving parties discovered an assortment of teeth in one of the
caves there. At the moment it is believed that they are Bear and Human teeth ( any of Ian’s patients
missing ? )
It is hoped to get a positive identification in Bristol.

HEADQUARTERS
Floor boarding is nearly completed, many thanks to Rod Stewart for a donation boards after ours ran out.
We could do with an outside light and some form of railing to protect the steps, or to be more precise to
protect people from the steps, at the moment its rather an exposed traverse to reach the top room.

ROMANCE
Ex-member David Bailey has got engaged to Miss Jacqueline Wright, of Hyde, Cheshire, ( I’ve only just
bought a suit, blast it, Ed ) Take warning Malcolm Sterry, this is what happens when you give up caving.
Second message is for John Elliott - no she’s not.

NEW MEMBER
Phillip Hodson, brother of Jolyon.
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WHO’s - WHO
Only one this month but a good un’ !
Who has seen the Ghost of Joy’s Green ?
This phantom appears at midnight in a garden at Joys Green, witnesses state that it takes the shape of a
mature man dressed in a flowing gown, what we would call a ’ Nighty ’ today, and having a curious form
of headgear described by some as a wooly hat with a bobble on . It is not known if Welligton boots were
worn but the sheep who had strayed into the garden at the time are reported to have been terrified, a sure
sign of the supernatural.

EXHIBITION
At Clearwell Caves ancient iron mines ( that’s what the advert says, Ed. ) An exhibition and display of
local crafts. Saturday 29th May - Sunday 6th June - Admission - Adults 15p - Children 5p.

OUT OF THE WOOD
In this newsletter is a print of Davey Price Hall, Tunnel Cave. It is now a show cave and has been named
Cathedral Cave. A level was driven in, and after two attempts the cave was entered somewhere to the side
of the ’ proper ’ entrance and the fine sand floor was then filled in with concrete, a lake made by damming
the stream and floodlighting installed. Admission is 40p, or if you have a DYO leader you can do a
through trip from the entrance.

MENDIP
A rescue depot is to be established at the Belfry, this will be very handy for Swildons.
Dr O C Lloyd M A, Has extended an invitation to all cavers to join in his 60th birthday celebrations. Venue
is the Old Grotto of Swildons Hole on Wednesday 4th August at 7 pm, sherry and cakes provided.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
Orpheus caving club : - newsletter new series - Vol, 7 No 3. March 1971.
Plymouth Caving Group :- newsletter and journal - No’s - 36 - 37.
Donated by Malcolm :- Mendip rescue organisation :Report of the Hon, Sec and Treasurer for the year ending 31st Jan 1971.
Mendip rescue Org’ :Letter to supporting clubs, CRO’s and Police.

FOR THOSE WHO HAVE FORGOTTEN
General meetings are held on the first Thursdays of the month at 8 pm, till closing time at the Butchers
Arms, Clearwell. All are welcome.
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DAN YR OGOF SINKS
Not really fancying round in OFD II, John and Diana Court, Roger Solari and myself decided to go and
look at Sink Y Giadd. Although it had been dry for the last month, the RFDCC arrival in Wales had been
noted and 24 hours continuous rain had preceded us. This put Dan Yr Ogof out as usual.
By following the valley above Dan yr Ogof and keeping sort of straight on for 2 ½ miles on a very wild and
wet moor that can be fun if you are suitably dressed, we found wet suits with Cagoul tops to be ideal.
In a large valley which now carried a stream 15 ft wide and 2 ft deep ( this was dry a week ago ) we found
Sink Y Giedd. However the stream roared into and filled the entrance so we could not enter the 600 ft long
cave passage beyond. We poked around a few sinks and tried without success to divert the stream into one,
Sink Y Giedd is now the main source of water for Dan Yr Ogof, which enters D Y O II at Mazeways sump.
There is a lot of missing passage and SWCC are actively digging this sink.
On the way back, after finding Di’s lost helmet, we detoured to look at Wean Fignen Felan, an old SWCC
dig and very impressive too. They had sunk a 90 ft deep shaft where the stream sinks in an impressive
valley, but unfortunately not found any good passages.
We know that the Great North Road in Dan Yr Ogof runs towards this sink and that long ago a much larger
stream must have sunk in this area and cut out this immense stream passage. The surface features give
little impression of the vast Dan Yr Ogof complex which lies below.
We wandered back tripping over the top entrance of Tunnel Cave en route and so back for tea.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
A Tour To The Caves, Author - The Rev, John Hutton - Price £1.50. This is a reprint of the second edition
( 1791 ) of a work first published in 1780 and is a detailed account of the caves and pot holes in the Settle
and Ingeton area of the West Riding of Yorkshire.
Caving - Episodes of Underground Exploration. Author - E A Baker - price £ 3.15
The author, A E Baker, explored all the known cave systems ( in Britain ) of the twentieth century. He was
one of the first to realise the potential of Ireland for caving and pot holing, organising several caving
expeditions to Ireland before the first world war and a further expedition in 1925.
These explorations and similar ventures in France and Belgian are all recounted in detail.
Publishers are S R Publications Ltd, Head Office - East Ardsley, Wakefield, York’s.
The fact that these works have been reprinted, and, they are certainly not cheap, points to the growing
interest in caving in this country. Though the older generation would say that the young uns are just richer.
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OGOF PWLL SWND
Trip report - Sunday 25th April 1971 - John Elliott, Roger Solari, Diana Court and John Court.
As we couldn’t get into Dan-Yr-Ogof due to the heavy rainfall we eventually decided to have a look at the
old Forest dig ( Ogof Vas Deferens ) at Herberts Quarry, and also see Pwll Swnd and the surrounding area.
We arrived at the quarry to find we were not the only ones in that area, it looked like a multi-story car park,
Cwn Bran were obviously about and we knew SWCC were also intending to visit the area.
We decided to try and find Pwll Swnd first and changed into wet suits and cags ( for moor walking, not the
cave ) and set off across the moor.
John Elliott decided an Anorak and two cell were enough, he didn’t believe we’d find the entrance. After
about 2 ½ miles we reckoned to be in the right area. Some of SWCC had followed us across and gave
Roger the general direction to look. We hadn’t gone far when yet more bodies appeared scurrying about
the moor. They turned out to be Cwn Bran CC attacking a dig and they pointed out the entrance we were
looking for. Without help I don’t think we would have found it, it’s a very small and well hidden in the
vast expanse of moorland.
A short distance inside ( about 50 ft ) we came to a 35 ft ladder pitch already rigged. This dropped into a
chamber with a crawl leading off. In this crawl we met some members of Hereford CC. After a chat they
went out and we carried on to the next chamber. Here we met two more HCC members doing some
draught chasing with smoke from oily rags. After making arrangements about their ladder we carried on
out of this chamber, along a short section of passage and into the next section of the cave. From here on we
were all amazed at the shape the cave took. We dashed about in different directions, finding large passages
and chambers here, there and everywhere. We didn’t have time to push all to their bitter end ( H C C were
waiting for their ladder ) but we saw most of it.
The whole system gives the impression of being very old and reminded us of some of the smaller
abandoned parts of OFD. It was once well decorated but most of the formations are now dead, but still
impressive. This is one of the largest ( 600 ft ) caves in the area and considering the absence of surface
drainage there is hope of a large underground system and this could be the old abandoned part.
When we emerged on the surface there was a reception committee of about 20 people. We discussed the
potential of the cave and seemed to be the only ones particularly impressed, but HCC are continuing to take
an active interest in it. We wish them the best of luck. It was interesting to note that the smoke from their
test was rapidly going out of the chamber but did not appear in any of the passages we explored or on the
surface.
When we returned to the quarry Roger had a quick look at Ogof Vas Deferens, it seemed to be the same as
when last dug. We then headed back to SW Headquarters for tea.

Diana Court.
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THE SHAKEMANTLE PUMPING ENGINE
The Shakemantle Iron Mine near Cinderford worked from 1841 to 1899 and with its output of 1,650.00
tons of ore was the most productive of the Forest Mines. The pumping shaft was 470 ft deep and drained
Buckshaft, St. Annal’s and probably Perseverance mine.
The following infor mation and diagram is taken from ‘ Ore and Stone Mining ‘ a technical book which
was published circa 1900 at the very end of the life of the mine. The manager at the time was a Mr Thomas
Smith and it was he who gave the author drawings and verbal explanations on the spot.
The shaft is oval, 22 ft 6 inches by 11 ft 6 inches , it is ‘steened ‘ or walled from top to bottom with
sandstone, the stone being set in ordinary mortar where the ground is dry, and in hydraulic mortar where it
is wet. The engine is a low pressure condensing beam engine, with a 70 inch cylinder ‘A’ working, with a
12 ft stroke, the heavy fly-wheel ‘B’ which can be driven at a slow speed as three revolutions a minute.
The main rod ‘C’ is made of round wrought iron, 8 inches in diameter at the top, diminished gradually to
6 inches at the bottom. ‘D’ is a beam or ‘BOB’ for counter balancing so much of their weight as is not
required for raising the water and overcoming friction.
There are three plungers, each 27 inches in diameter, arranged in a straight line with the main rod - this is
managed by attaching the rod to a cross-head ‘E’ above each plunger, and bringing down two rods ‘F F’
one each side of the ‘H’ piece ‘G’ to lower cross-head ‘E’ from which the main rod is continued in the
same line as before.
The other parts are as follows, ‘H’ plunger, ‘I’ cast iron supporting girder, resting upon cast iron shoes built
into the sides of the shaft, ‘J’ cistern made of cast iron plates bolted together, with the joints lined with
cement, and screwed down to the top of the column ‘K’, ‘L’ spring to steady the cistern, ‘M’ hanging rods
which have the same object, ‘N’ wind-bore in the cistern ‘O’ wind-bore at the bottom of the shaft, ‘P’ the
door for changing the bottom valve, ‘Q’ door for changing the top valve, ‘R’ door to a butterfly valve,
which keeps up the water in the column while the valves at ‘Q’ is being changed, ‘S’ beams across the shaft
to catch the rod by the cross plates ‘T’ in case of a breakage ‘U’ air chamber.
The general substitution of iron for timber effects a great economy of space in the shaft, the fly-wheel,
which prevents any jerk at the beginning of a stroke, the air chambers, and the arrangement of the plungers
in the same straight line as the rods, all aid in securing a freedom from vibration and a smoothness of
motion which are highly conductive to good working. The result is that the dryness of the shaft and the
absence of noise are remarkable, considering the large quantity of water lifted, ie, nearly 1000 gallons of
water per minute when the engine is going at the speed of only 4 strokes. Some idea will be gained of the
massive construction of the pit work by mentioning that the ‘ H ‘ piece alone weighs 16 ½ tons.
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TRIPS AND VISITS
May :- Sat 8 / Sun 9

Weekend visit to Devon.
Accommodation and trips booked.

Sat 15th

Visit to Forest of Redland College.
Leaders needed for 4/5 hour trip.

Sat 22nd

Cave rescue group AGM.
Butchers Arms at 8 pm.

Sat 22nd / Sun 23rd

Visit to Forest of Society for Mines Research in the Bristol area.
Leaders required for surface trips.

Sat 29th / Sun 30th /
Mon 31st Whitsun

Long camping weekend in Yorkshire.
Trip planned via Gaping Ghyl winch.

June :- Sun 13th

Day trip to Neath Valley. Trips to be arranged as required.

Sat 19th / Sun 20th

Yorkshire weekend. No trips yet booked.

Sat 26th/ 27th

South Wales weekend. Possible trips in Dan-Yr-Ogof and Pwll Dwfn.
10 Beds booked.

July :- Sun 11th

Cave Rescue Practice.

Please note that where the club has booked accommodation with other clubs, it may cost the club the
amount of the lost cottage fees if we have to cancel. To say nothing of the lost goodwill.
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EASTER WEEKEND AT PORTH-YR-OGOF
The numbers camping at Porth-Yr-Ogof this year was lower than in previous years - partly due to some
members being in Ireland caving and partly due to the loss of the Faull tribe.
However, the four days of continuous sunshine made it very enjoyable for those that did go. This year,
little attempt was made serious caving and instead, the time was used to get to know the area better.
We arrived late on the Friday to find that we were the only ones camping that night but Geoff and company
had come down for the day and had been down to the Mellte waterfalls. The whole area was extremely dry
and the only water going into main cave entrance was from the small rising immediately upstream.
Underground, the stream was quite large.
Saturday morning was spent sunbathing and watching the never ending stream of people entering the cave.
Others were filling water containers from the underground stream but this year we got our water from the
toilets or the farm. After lunch Pete and Pam turned up for the afternoon so it was decided to cover the
ground between the main Hirwaun - Brecon road and Ystradfellte village to see just how much prospect
there was in many sites. A collapse near the farm just from the Hepste river proved to be very old and infilled so a move was made to the very obvious large collapse nearer Ystradfellte. This is an active swallet
about 200 ft dia and 40 ft deep with a large muddy pool at the bottom. The dry weather had lowered the
pool level and main sink hole was exposed, taking a s mall amount of water. What looked like good rock
could be seen about 4 ft down so the surface pool was channelled into the hole. It rapidly filled showing
that it was blocked apart from a small hole so the channel was blocked off and we left. We then went down
to have a look at the upstream sink for Porth-Yr-Ogof just outside Ystradfellte village. I had heard about
the sink but was very surprised to find that the whole of the surface Mellte river simply disappears into a
hole in the river bank. It is a very impressive sink and the water appears to go down very steeply.
Some enquiries were made in the village about the owner of the land but it was obvious that they were not
very happy about the reputation Porth-Yr-Ogof was getting and so we left it for the time being. A s South
Wales Caving Club have done some work in the sink, they might be able to give some pointers. That
evening, and as soon as it had got dark, John Berry, Wendy and company turned up and pitched tent
amongst the rapidly growing number of campers on the site.
Sunday morning was generally frittered away in the sunshine but in the afternoon, John and I actually went
caving. After forking off the main Hirwaun - Brecon road towards Porth-yr-Ogof, a second fork is reached,
the right hand branch heading back towards Brecon and the left hand towards Porthyr-Ogof.

cont
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In the plantation to the right of the right hand fork some collapse features can be seen from the road and the
one inch OS map rather optimistically labels them as caves.
John had looked at them before and wanted to show them to me. The first and most obvious hole is a large
collapse with a captured stream sinking into mud in the bottom. In the dry weather, the sink hole was
clearly seen but a small dig cave no draught and it was given up. An estimation of the size of the collapse
put it at around 250 ft dia and about 50 ft deep. Various little holes can be found around the outside of the
sink on the slopes of the collapse but most of them were found to be only chambers within boulder falls.
One hole was found that was draughting heavily but it was not obvious where the draught was coming from
and the boulders were very large. It was definitely cave air draught however and not circulatory draught.
Further walking in the immediate area showed a number of further collapses that all looked as if they were
good digging prospects. Just as we were thinking of giving up, we found a dug entrance in one and so
ventured down. Ventured is the right word as the entrance was very loose and appeared to be composed of
large boulders tied together with Det’ wire. A very steep descent led into a chamber about 10 ft by 10ft by
about 40 ft long with obvious ways on down. The floor of this chamber was littered with very large blocks
of conglomerate, obviously from the collapse forming the surface feature. Further investigation showed
that the chamber had no floor but was a vertical pot of a similar type to that found in the Forest.
In places, a further 15 ft could be descended between the walls and the boulders and in one section a small
stream descended from a small aven, flowed along a short passage and disappeared downwards amongst
stones. Some time was spent looking to see if there were any further ways on and then a careful return was
made to the surface.
On the way back to the car, a further two small collapses were found making a total of six and it is obvious
that there are others. The whole area looks very interesting as quite a lot of water goes underground around
and it is close to the Hepste River area that sees a of activity.
A decision was made late on the Monday morning to visit Dinas Mine near Glyneath, and, as we did not
expect to be too long, we made the mistake of not taking any food with us. Trying to remember the way
from my last visit about 4 years ago, I first led everyone up the wrong valley and the road petered out near
some old buildings. An ‘old un ‘ out walking with his dog took time to explain that they were the remains
of a powder mill that had closed around 1930. On one of the buildings, the date 1863 appeared with the
initials ‘ C & H ‘ and it was interesting to learn that it was the initials of the firm of Curtis and Harvey that
also supplied Gelignite to the Forest Iron Mines up until about 1927. The powder mill had apparently
originally been only a two bay mill driven by steam power but had been extended to a four bay mill when
taken over by Curtis and Harvey.

cont
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The difference in stone work between the two ages of building can be clearly seen. For power, Curtis and
Harvey had used the river and coupled a large water wheel to a long shaft running up the back of the four
bays and driving each grind stone via belts. Each bay is constructed with very thick back and sides walls
and only a light roof and front. The theory being that an explosion in the mill would lift out only the easily
replaced top and front. Other powder manufacturing processes were carried out further up the valley but
we did not bother to go that far. In front of the mill itself, the River authorities have built a weir with an
automatic flood warning device to give warning of high levels in the Neath River.
Eventually we reached Dinas Mine to find it considerably changed since my last visit. The entrance has
been tidied up and blocked and the mine buildings removed but the large level opposite the mine is still
open. As we only had two lamps with us the opportunities were limited but we did manage to get nine of
us about 200 yards along the level. This level is big enough to drive a car along and passes right through
the hill.
A further couple of hours was spent around the surface with everyone enjoying a little bit of rock climbing
or just scrambling around. The cliff faces in the area are ideal for ladder and abseil practice while there are
also large numbers of s mall caves that could well repay a small dig. It could well be considered for a day
trip for club members with interests for everyone.
Unfortunately we had to leave the area early to pack up to return home but John and Wendy and the others
decided to stay the extra night and take advantage of the fine weather.
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